Adt focus 200 wiring diagram

Wiring Diagram Sample. Assortment of adt wiring diagram it is possible to download free of
charge. Please download these adt wiring diagram by using the download button, or right select
selected image, then use Save Image menu. Wiring diagrams help technicians to determine how
a controls are wired to the system. Many people can see and understand schematics generally
known as label or line diagrams. This type of diagram is like taking a photograph of the parts
and wires all connected up. A wiring diagram is a schematic which uses abstract pictorial
symbols to demonstrate every one of the interconnections of components in a very system.
Wiring diagrams comprise a pair of things: symbols that represent the ingredients in the circuit,
and lines that represent the connections with shod and non-shod. Therefore, from wiring
diagrams, you realize the relative location of the ingredients and how they may be connected.
Wiring diagrams mainly shows the physical position of components and connections inside the
built circuit, however, not necessarily in logic order. It emphasizes on the layout in the wires.
Schematics emphasize about how circuits work logically. To read a wiring diagram, first you
have to know what fundamental elements are included in a very wiring diagram, and which
pictorial symbols are utilized to represent them. The common elements in the wiring diagram
are ground, power source, wire and connection, output devices, switches, resistors, logic gate,
lights, etc. A line represents a wire. Wires are widely-used to connect the constituents together.
All points over the wire are similar and connected. A black dot can be used to indicate the
injunction of two lines. Main lines are represented by L1, L2, and the like. Usually different
colors are utilized to distinguish the wires. There should be a legend about the wiring diagram
to tell you what each color means. Usually circuits exceeding two components have two basic
types of connections: series and parallel. A series circuit is really a circuit where components
are connected along just one path, hence the current flows through one aspect of get to the
next one. In a series circuit, voltages mount up for those components connected inside the
circuit, and currents are similar through all components. In a parallel circuit, each device is
directly coupled to the power source, so each device receives a similar voltage. The current in a
parallel circuit flows along each parallel branch and re-combines once the branches meet again.
A good wiring diagram has to be technically correct and clear to see. Take care of every detail.
For example, the diagram should show the proper direction in the good and bad terminals of
each and every component. Use the correct symbols. Learn the meanings with the basic circuit
symbols and judge the correct ones to use. Some from the symbols have really close look. You
should have the opportunity to see the differences before applying them. Draw connecting
wires as straight lines. Label components like resistors and capacitors using values. Make sure
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Wiring Diagram. Wiring Diagram For Fog Lights. Megajolt E Wiring Diagram. Leave a Reply
Cancel reply. Assortment of adt alarm system wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a streamlined
conventional pictorial representation of an electrical circuit. It reveals the parts of the circuit as
streamlined shapes, and the power and also signal links in between the gadgets. A wiring
diagram generally gives details concerning the relative placement and also plan of tools and
also terminals on the tools, to assist in structure or servicing the gadget. A photographic
diagram would certainly reveal more detail of the physical look, whereas a wiring diagram
utilizes a more symbolic notation to stress interconnections over physical look. A wiring
diagram is often made use of to troubleshoot troubles and also to make certain that all the links
have been made which whatever is present. File Type: JPG. Source: seenetworks. Source:
magnusrosen. Collection of adt alarm system wiring diagram. Click on the image to enlarge, and
then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. Architectural electrical wiring
representations show the approximate places and affiliations of receptacles, lighting, and

permanent electrical solutions in a structure. Adjoining cord paths might be revealed around,
where specific receptacles or components should get on an usual circuit. The electric icons not
just show where something is to be set up, however likewise just what kind of gadget is being
installed. A surface area ceiling light is revealed by one icon, a recessed ceiling light has a
various icon, and a surface fluorescent light has another sign. On huge projects signs might be
phoned number to show, for example, the panel board as well as circuit to which the device
links, as well as also to recognize which of several types of component are to be set up at that
area. A set of circuitry representations may be required by the electric examination authority to
authorize connection of the residence to the public electrical supply system. Circuitry
representations will certainly additionally include panel routines for circuit breaker panelboards,
as well as riser layouts for special services such as emergency alarm or closed circuit
television or various other unique solutions. You may also like. Wiring Diagram. Variety of adt
alarm system wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a streamlined conventional photographic
depiction of an electric circuit. It shows the parts of the circuit as streamlined shapes, as well as
the power and also signal links in between the gadgets. A wiring diagram normally gives info
about the family member position and plan of devices and also terminals on the devices, in
order to help in structure or servicing the gadget. A photographic diagram would certainly
reveal a lot more detail of the physical look, whereas a wiring diagram utilizes a more symbolic
symbols to highlight interconnections over physical appearance. A wiring diagram is usually
utilized to troubleshoot issues and making certain that all the links have actually been made
which whatever is present. Assortment of adt alarm system wiring diagram. Click on the image
to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. A wiring diagram is
an easy visual depiction of the physical links and also physical design of an electric system or
circuit. It shows exactly how the electrical cables are interconnected and could additionally
show where fixtures as well as components might be attached to the system. Usage wiring
layouts to aid in building or manufacturing the circuit or digital tool. They are likewise helpful
for making repair work. Do It Yourself lovers make use of circuitry diagrams however they are
additionally usual in house building as well as automobile fixing. As an example, a home
contractor will certainly intend to confirm the physical place of electric outlets and also light
components utilizing a wiring diagram to avoid expensive blunders and also building code
violations. A schematic reveals the strategy and also function for an electric circuit, yet is not
interested in the physical design of the wires. Circuitry layouts demonstrate how the cords are
connected as well as where they ought to situated in the actual gadget, in addition to the
physical connections between all the components. Unlike a pictorial representation, a wiring
diagram uses abstract or streamlined forms as well as lines to reveal components.
Photographic layouts are usually pictures with tags or highly-detailed illustrations of the
physical elements. If a line touching another line has a black dot, it suggests the lines are
linked. Most symbols utilized on a wiring diagram look like abstract variations of the real things
they represent. A button will be a break in the line with a line at an angle to the wire, a lot like a
light switch you could flip on as well as off. Facebook 0 Tweet 0 Pin 0. Quick Links. See also:
User Manual. We recommend you leave this table with the control unit. Page 7 Displaying and
Printing the History Log For the convenience of the reader, when the 6-digit number is used for
a given item, the formerly used type number will be included in parenthesis. This type number is
how the devices and systems Page Mounting The Cabinet Any corrections in the premises
telephone number, address, or customer name. Because the system power is distributed over
the RS buses, it is important to keep the voltage drops along the buses to a minimum see the
Gateways section to calculate voltage drops, to ensure that they do not go below an acceptable
level. The system supports up to 16 operating panels. Page 20 Wait for the operating panel to
perform the power-on self-test. Page Operating Panel Program Mode Any three digits, for
entering the operating panel program mode. Should not be changed unless there is a particular
reason for changing it, such as standardization within the area or region served by a given ADT
office. Baud baud is required; cannot be used at this time. The points are individually
assignable to one of eight BA groups. All eight points may be programmed with any point type,
although points 1 and 2 are set up to support 2-wire smoke detectors. Point 4 will continue to
monitor devices "B" and "C" for alarm conditions. Page Pid Gateway B Cable - used specifically
in air-handling plenums. Page Installing The Pid Gateway Section 5 â€” Gateways Installing the
PID Gateway Installation Guidelines The following guidelines should be considered when
planning the installation: Function Guideline Minimizing Voltage Where an appreciable number
of system-powered devices are involved, consider using a dual run of the quad trunk cable, with
one cable run Drop connected to the Trunk 1A terminal strip and the other run connected to the
Trunk 1B terminal strip see Figure Page 34 Mount the housing for the gateway so that the
knockouts face the direction of the wire run. If this results in the ADT logo being mounted

upside down, use the stick-on logo as a corrective measure to show the "ADT" right-side up.
The Hard ID will be linked to a system point number during the programming of the point. The
SIM gateway can accommodate up to 72 points. Page Installing The Sim Gateway Note: If the
housing unit is being mounted near a ceiling, and the wire rims exit the ceiling, the box can be
inverted. The ADT label supplied with the box can be placed over the inverted molded logo. Now
the wire runs can go directly to the box from the ceiling, and not around the box. Run the buses
as required and make sure to appropriately tag them. Limit each RS bus to a single wire run.
The following are important items on the board see Figure : Part Purpose Page 55 Section 5 Gateways Transmitter Input Types All of the transmitters described have one or more unique
factory-assigned inputs loops. Each of the inputs requires its own programming point e. When
interrogated, the gateway reports any change in status to the control unit where it is processed
to determine whether there is an alarm or trouble condition. Polarized fire- indicating devices
must be used. Note: Programmed bell timeout is 0 to minutes in 1-minute increments unless
stated otherwise. The Access output is normally released. Page 61 Bell on no close option. Do
not program S2 because it is not sounder or strobe. For exterior auxiliary BA or FA bell
applications, other sounding devices such as the Bell Unit may be used, provided applicable UL
installation guidelines are followed. It is typically used for annunciating burglary alarms,
resetting 4-wire smoke detectors, elevator recall, or other situations that do not require the
supervision of the wiring. If, after the programmed number of attempts, the signal still has not
been properly accepted by the CCC, and the backup dialer is not enabled, a Comm Fail message
will be displayed on the operating panel. Install a second one if you are using the backup dialer.
Run telephone company lines to the jack s and connect them to the red and green terminals.
The types of service range from monitoring only alarm signals to monitoring opening and
closing schedules along with the ID codes passcodes of the person involved. Page 73 Section 7
â€” System Communication 3. Signal includes data that identifies the person performing the
operation. Be sure to include this current draw in the power calculations. To wire the AC
Communicator, perform the following steps The J5 connector is located in the upper right-hand
corner of the control unit PC board. The output turns off when the telco line becomes normal.
When used in conjunction with the testing of vault sensors, the output can be used Test to turn
on the test signal transmitter of a vault vibration sensor These units are typically used as a
backup to the Telco lines. They may be configured to send signals when the system detects a
Telco line fault. Relay N. The ACIU's interface access devices into the system for the purpose of
controlling access to one or more designated BA groups. Tamper Space is provided for adding
a tamper switch, which must be ordered separately as a Tamper Kit. Page 91 B Cable - used
specifically in air handling plenums. They all come pre-coded and ready to use as soon as the
code has been enrolled into the database of the control unit. Also, the strike must be powered
from a separate power supply in place of the ACIU battery. This allows the person time to open
the door, exit, and use a coded key at a Keylok to lock the door, thereby automatically tuning on
the BA groups. See the Programming section for instructions on entering the point data via the
operating panel. Note: If an RF button is linked to a user code, when the user code cancel date
expires the link is severed. Page Ability to bypass fire, holdup, or supervisory points, and to
conduct FA sensor test. This privilege must be assigned to all Service ID codes, and is not to be
made available to the customer. Page Maintenance Of The Access Control Interface Unit Section
10 â€” Access Control Construction Mode The system is capable of operating in a Construction
mode in which building contractors can be given a special coded card or key for gaining access
before the system is fully operational. This mode is in effect if the ACIU is not communicating
with the control unit. Page 3 When swiping, card must be properly seated in slot, or card
swiping. Page History Log You must install a printer interface unit if you want to use a local
printer. The following are important items on the board see Figure The operating panel will
display the last event that occurred, and, by means of selector buttons, you can scroll through
the history log. Use the procedure below along with the tables and forms that follow to
determine whether an additional power supply is needed. If the voltage is too low, either
position the gateway or operating panel closer to the control unit or add a supplementary power
supply. Calculate standby and alarm currents, then add to get RS Bus 1 current subtotal. Page
Section 12 â€” Power Requirements In table 6, enter devices connected to Auxiliary Relay if
used for wet operation. Calculate standby and alarm currents, then add to get Auxiliary Relay
current subtotal. Calculate alarm currents, then add to get Bell 2 output current subtotal. The
supplementary power supply can be added to any section of the RS bus by connecting it
directly to the bus or connecting it via a gateway. Run VAC wire from the circuit breaker or fuse
to the enclosure in conduit. The control unit cabinet can house up to The optional Battery
Enclosure may be used to house the batteries, if desired. However, if this option is selected, it
allows the control unit to continue processing and sending signals until the battery voltage

drops to the point where the battery cut-off relay operates next item , thereby extending normal
operation for several hours, depending on the size of the battery. It requires the connection of a
Failure to operate the Ambush End point within 4 minutes after tripping the Ambush Start point
causes an ambush alarm. Page Section 13 â€” Input and Output Point Types Input Point
Options For burglar alarm applications, the input point type assigned to a point determines how
the control unit will interpret normal and off-normal conditions during Day Set system disarmed
and Nite Set system armed. This customization may be done either locally via an operating
panel or remotely via downline loading. It employs a character, four-line LCD display that shows
menu selections, message prompts, and help screens to guide you through the various
operating procedures. Action Menu 1 is displayed. Enter choice: Select More three times. Time
windows time periods are used to define the schedules. Each BA group can be assigned its own
schedules. The privilege of entering a BA group outside of the schedule can be assigned to any
ID code. Wednesday First AM This entry is needed because the open time period was Opening
Time started on Tuesday and allows any closing time to be entered for Wednesday. During the
Close Time Reminder, the operating panel beeps once a minute. This serves to alert the user to
get ready to close because the closing time is about to end. Page Downline Loading Downline
Loading Security As a security measure, in order to prevent the downline loading of data from a
source other than ADT, the control unit will not accept any data without first calling back the
Service Terminal. This callback requirement is controlled by an activation byte. Except where
the DLL has been aborted, no further action is required by the installer. The control unit's data
will be uploaded and any additional data required for the installation will be downloaded back to
the control unit, as indicated in the following table. As a minimum, the Service Code must be
assigned the "Can enter service mode" Note: The privilege "Can enter service mode" is
reserved for ADT personnel and must not be assigned to any ID code being used by the
customer. The operating panel uses an interactive display that operates in a manner similar to
an automatic teller machine ATM. Entering a valid 6-digit ID code causes the operating panel to
activate, bringing up the Action Menus. See points: For viewing the status of each point Change
close time: For quickly changing Open and Close â€” for entering, checking, or the temporary
closing time of the BA group s. Page Operating Panel Modes Annunciator Mode This mode is
used when a facility is not ready to be occupied or the system is not totally functional. Enter 1,
2, 3. The parameter screen is displayed. Page Control Unit And Ba Group Options Section 19
â€” System Operation Bypassing Bypassing is a means of directing the control unit to ignore
any point s in the system, and therefore inhibit any output commands that would ordinarily be
activated. Consequently, a bypassed input point that goes into an alarm, trouble, tamper, or
comm fail condition will not cause a signal to be sent to the CCC, nor will it cause the local bell
to ring or cause any output to activate. Page Section 19 â€” System Operation Option Function
Bypass Privilege, Similar to the option above, except that this pertains to the capability for
bypassing any non-BA point in the system. The choices are from hours in 1-hour increments.
Delayed This is intended to minimize the customer's security-related telephone bills and
minimize nonessential CCC signaling. The delay permits someone opening the premises
enough time to walk to the operating panel and turn the protection to Day Set without creating
an alarm. Once stored in memory, the contents remain stored until the off-normal condition has
been restored to normal and a RESET command has been entered at the operating panel. The
test results can be printed, displayed, or audibly annunciated. Inspect the system performing
the various tests and battery check. If problems are encountered, troubleshoot and repair as
needed. Page Testing The Printer Check that an instruction label is included on the back of each
operating panel installed. Instructing the Customer Instruct the customer in the use of the
operating panel, including the availability of the help screens. Page Hardware kit required for
UL-certified burglary installations. Panel is interactive and features a four-line LCD screen and
an alphanumeric keypad. Page Battery Wire Leads Consists of a set of two wire leads, one red
and one black. Two sets of the battery wire leads are needed for installing two batteries in
parallel to provide a 12V, 14AH battery configuration. Page Sim Sensors Section 22 â€”
Equipment Trunk Junction Box A small white plastic junction box for dressing up the
trunk-to-branch cable splices. Snaps over wire and Scotchlok connectors. Made of a
flame-retardant poly-propylene and designed to be used in a plenum. It provides 9 curtains of
detection of motion in two jumper selectable ranges, 33 ft. Recommended mounting height is 6
to 10 ft. It can be mounted on wall, floor, or ceiling. Page Cabinet Attack Resistance
Considerations A-2 Early Open Page Index Fire Marshall Code Page Printing the History Log
Page Index Self-Test Option Page Index Index These limits are designed to provide reasonable
protection against harmful interference in a residential installation. Any alarm system, whether
commercial or residential, is subject to compromise or failure to warn for a variety of reasons.
Page Style "D" can be used configuration. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete.
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